


Show the horrors and realities of our world 
through the seemingly lighthearted lens of 
Disney movies. 



People who are uneducated or blind to 
the severity of the problems going on 
in our world today.



Dismaland Video HERE! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2NG-MgHqEk


This will be changed 
obviously at the 

meeting.



1. ANY DISNEY MOVIE (NO PIXAR *UNLESS THE MOVIE IS AT DISNEYLAND* AGAIN NOT 
CALIFORNIA ADVENTURE)

2. MOVIE MUST CORRELATE WITH A PROBLEM THAT WE ARE FACING TODAY ex: (this is 
Pixar so do not use) “Cars: emission pollution”

3. PIECE MUST BE INTERACTIVE
a. Ex: “ Clear box with dead human figures in it with happy lightning McQueen outside 

with his pipe connected to the clear box. When pressing the button the pipe will 
emit with black smoke” 

4. FIND AN OVERARCHING THEME OF THE PROBLEM (1-2 words)
a. EX: “Environment/Sustainability”

5. MAKE SURE ALL PROBLEMS ARE RESEARCHED AND ACCURATE 
6. MAKE SURE TO HAVE ALL INFORMATION ON THE BACK OF THE PAPER WITH YOUR 

NAME ON IT 
7. DIGITAL CONTENT CREATORS: MAKE SURE TO AIRDROP FILES TO ABBY’S MAC BOOK 

PRO/IPHONE





● Create a twitter account for Quasimodo, Gaston, and Prince charming
● Prince charming and gaston are bullying quasimodo
● You are able to look through all three social media profiles and see the 

progression that leads to Quasimodo killing himself 

RESEARCH:



● Create a showcase of a bunch of pinocchios dressed up as different famous 
people 

● Each pinocchio will have a speaker of what they said that wasn’t true behind 
them 

● The scene is meant to be very hectic and not understandable 
● NOSES MAY GROW TOO

RESEARCH:



● Create a showcase of a bunch of pinocchios dressed up as different famous 
people 

● Each pinocchio will have a speaker of what they said that wasn’t true behind 
them 

● The scene is meant to be very hectic and not understandable 
● NOSES MAY GROW TOO

RESEARCH:

Propaganda doors (evan)



● Create a showcase of a bunch of pinocchios dressed up as different famous 
people 

● Each pinocchio will have a speaker of what they said that wasn’t true behind 
them 

● The scene is meant to be very hectic and not understandable 
● NOSES MAY GROW TOO

RESEARCH:

Winnie the pooh (tammy, will, nicole, abby) 



● Create a showcase of a bunch of pinocchios dressed up as different famous 
people 

● Each pinocchio will have a speaker of what they said that wasn’t true behind 
them 

● The scene is meant to be very hectic and not understandable 
● NOSES MAY GROW TOO

RESEARCH:

Milk cartons: winnie the pooh (jun)



Apathy of the Rich: Robin Hood
● creating a carnival-style bow and arrow game. the game title says “down with the commie” 
● the player shoots arrows at sacks of gold, each labelled with one of robin hood’s policies 

like “funding homeless programs, lowering cost of living, etc.” and they can shoot down 
robin hood for extra points.

● if you knock something down, you win a fake dollar that says “throw me away”

RESEARCH:
● rich americans do not care about compassion towards those who need necessities and resources to live 

happily. there is always a claim that “they need to work for it” but not everyone has the stability to work 
towards these.

● there is corruption in government, where elitists claim to support universal healthcare/tackle 
homelessness/raise minimum wage but misuse tax revenue and given funds and do not use the money 
properly.

● robin hood opposes the corruption of prince john, who heavily taxes the governed populace, by taking from 
their oppressors and providing resources for those who need them. however, in 2019 america, he would 
immediately be called a “commie” for doing this.



Apathy of the Rich: Robin Hood(cont)



Giant Book Entrance Piece
this piece is used as a way for the 
museum goers to have a clear 
understanding of  the message, 
and immerse themselves in a 
fairy tale universe- as no 
fairytale begins without a once 
upon a time.



Finalize 
exhibits and 

assign roles to 
everyone 

Message out 
roles to 

everyone 
involved

Due date to 
prototypes: YOU 
MUST SEND… or 

project will be 
given to 

something else

check -ins

ALL PROJECTS 
are due before it 

closes today
(if  you cannot 

get it to GPA text 
nicole or me and 
we will help you 

out) 

AFTER 
ARTIVISM: set 
up everything 

DISTORTEDLAND 
DAY


